KittySensations, The Young Start-up Designing and Manufacturing Handmade Accessories for Cat Lovers Around the World

*KittySensations is a young start-up designing and manufacturing handmade accessories for cat lovers around the world.*

LONDON (PRWEB) May 13, 2019 -- KittySensations is a young start-up designing and manufacturing handmade accessories for cat lovers around the world.

The idea for their feline pieces came from their founder who was barely able to see her cat in a past job. To feel closer to her sweetheart while being away, the founder designed and manufactured her first cat necklace herself. The sense of identity and joy she got from the piece led to the idea of making these accessories for other cat owners as well. Based on initial feedback from friends and relatives, the first few jewellery pieces were picked for the website launch in 2017.

Since then, KittySensations has gradually expanded their inventory, now offering feline bracelets, rings, earrings and keychains in addition to necklaces. A major milestone was the introduction of a personalized collection in 2018, which allows the customers to engrave a personal message or image on a piece of their choice. This way, the recipient receives an entirely unique piece featuring what is most important to her.

Carefully made by hand with experienced craftsmanship, each and every Kittysensations piece comes with a 10-year product warranty. Some of their products, mainly the personalized ones, take up to five days to make and go through several quality checks to make sure they are absolutely perfect when they arrive. Gently packed and sent out from multiple production centres all over the world, the cat accessories are then on their way to one of over 2000 happy customers.

At the foundation of KittySensations’ values lies the mission to create something meaningful for people who love and appreciate cats. Every member of the company is devoted to fulfilling this mission in hopes of gifting cat people something they will cherish for a lifetime.
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You can read the online version of this press release here.